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Multiple choice questions-

1. Which of the following are essential for body growth and formation of new cells?
(a) Carbohydrates
(b) Protein
(c) Minerals
(d) Vitamins
2. The indigestible material in food is known as:
(a) Roughage
(b) Minerals
(c) Vitamins
(d) Fats
3. The component of food which is the major energy supplier is:
(a) Cellulose
(b) Protein
(c) Carbohydrate
(d) Amino acid
4. Protein is made up of which molecule?
(a) Lipid
(b) Carbon and oxygen
(c) Amino acid
(d) Oxygen and hydrogen
5. The synthetic fibre is:
(a) Silk
(c) Cotton

(b) nylon
(d) all of these

6. We get from animals:
(a) Milk
(c) Eggs

(b) meat
(d) all of these

7. Carrot is a:
(a) Stem
(c) Fruit

(b) root
(d) none of the above

8. The plant fibre is:
(a) Silk
(c) Nylon

(b) cotton
(d) all of the above

9.In spinach, food is stored in:
(a) Flower
(c) Fruit

(b) root
(d) leaves

10. The largest producer of jute is:
(a) Australia
(c) China

(b)India
(d)New Zealand

11. Deer and parrot are:
(a) Herbivore
(c) Omnivore

(b) carnivore
(d) none of the above

12. Which of the following living organisms use sunlight to make its food?
(a) Cat
(b) frog
(c) Snake
(d) coconut tree
13. The fabric that is still used un-stitched, is:
(a) Lungi
(b) saree
(c) Pagari
(d) All of the above
14. Which one of the following adds flavour to our food?
(a) Spices
(b) oils
(c) Coffee
(d) cereals
15. Takli is used for:
(a) Ginning
(c) Carding

(b) spinning
(d) all of the above

16. Warm and humid climate is needed for the cultivation of:
(a) Jute
(b) wheat
(c) Cotton
(d) all of the above
17. Which is an omnivore?
(a) Human being
(c) Cockroach

(b) crow
(d) all of the above

18. The two seeds which are most commonly used for sprouting are:
(a) Mustard and sunflower
(b) chana and mustard
(c) Sunflower and moong
(d) chana and moong
19. Jute is obtained from the:
(a) Leaf
(c) Seed

(b) stem
(d) fruit

20. Synthetic clothes:
(a) Absorb water
(c) Do not wrinkle

(b) tear easily
(d) have large air spaces

